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Babies in Space

Researching & preparing conception and childbirth in space 



1. Research conditions for human reproduction in space

2. Translate research outcomes to missions designs (+ exec. partners) 

3. Translate research outcomes into required biomedical equipment  



Why not NASA, ESA, JAXA, etc. ?
- Spending taxpayer money on ethically delicate matters no option

- Need for short term goals

- Alternating political focus

They explicitly encourage focussed biotech companies



Conception
(in LEO)  

Childbirth
(in LEO) 



Assisted Reproductive Technology In Space (ARTIS)  

Embryo development in 

Low Earth Orbit: 

- Gravity levels

- Radiation exposure 

- Ova harvesting logistics 

- Embryo recovery  

- Remote life support 

Challenges of mammalian and human conception & early embryo 
development in LEO  

1. Validation mission (animal model) 
2. 1G recoverable mission (5-6 days)  
3. Adjusted G levels (e.g. Mars) 



Assisted Reproductive Technology In Space (ARTIS)  

(IVF embryo incubator) 

Optimizing for:  

- volume 

- mass 

- energy consumption 

- radiation protection 

- compensate for launch & 

re-entry vibration/ G peaks   

Adding functionalities: 

- adjustable artificial gravity

- conception

- cryo storage  

- remote controls

Key science goal: studying effects of partial gravity on embryo development   

Re-engineering existing IVF technology (assisted reproductive technology)



Assisted Reproductive Technology In Space (ARTIS)  

Key technologies: 

❖ IVF-on-a-chip/ micro-fluidic technology 

❖ Micro 3D printed life support bio cassette  

❖ Pressurized cassette casing with artificial gravity 

❖ Cryo preservation  

(IVF-on-a-chip/ micro-fluidic technology) 



ARTIS technology: life support bio cassetes   



ARTIS mission architecture   
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ARTIS mission architecture    

1. Pre-launch phase 
- participant selection  

- IVF cell sample processing                      

- sample insertion in bio satellite                       

2. Launch phase 
- payload carrier launch 

- bio-satellite release 

3. Operational phase  
- incubator activation 

- conception 

- embryo development (5 days) 

- remote evaluation 

4. Recovery phase 
- bio satellite re-entry 

- embryo recovery to IVF lab   

- embryo examination                        

- healthy embryo placement 



ARTIS launch stage options   

??



Execution:  Time Line & Milestones

Concept validation
Societal, Scientific and 

commercial added value 
exploration 

Feasibility study
Technological, ethical  
biomedical and legal 
feasibility confirmed 

Execution partners
Research and industry  
partnerships acquired 

and activated   

Research Roadmap 
1st mission concept analysis, 
payload-, satellite & mission 

architecture designs  

ARTIS I
Exploring ARTIS mission,  
& biomedical equipment 

designs 

2016 2017 2018 2019

ARTIS II
Finalizing space embryo 
incubator with artificial 
gravity & cryo functions

2020 2021 2022 2023

ARTIS TRL 5-8 
Final preparations for

prototype development 
& testing

Participant screening
Participants (clients) are 
recruited & screened for 

health & other criteria

Cradle mission
Enriching childbirth 
mission concept & 

participant research 

Validation mission
Embryo incubator testing in 
space. Embryo recovery & 

examination



Areas of expertise   

Which domains to address?    

Re-enginering IVF equipment for application in space requires expertise in 

engineering, biomedical processes, space missions and ethical & legal matters. 



Additional ARTIS applications

Studying and selecting mamals for biodiversity beyond Earth     

Which animals will trive in partial gravity? 



Expert teams & Space Industry support

Space Radiology

Life support systems in space 

Space BioTechnology

Launch vehicle providers

Biomedical Innovation

Space platforms & ground control 

Bio sample recovery 



ARTIS mission progress 2022 

Hardware beats powerpoint     

Requested Denmark University of technology 

to manufacture key elements of our microfluidic

life support system.  

Hardware in space      

Our early IVF-in-space prototype will be tested 

in space and recovered with RED technology. 

Bio samples in space      

The IVF-in-space prototype will include a first 

space life science experiment and therefore 

contain early mouse embryo’s and micro camera’s.   



The future of reproduction in space   



The future of reproduction in space   

Prof. Gied Oei 

Eindhoven University 

of Technology  

Artificial wombs

Today: improving lung

development for premature 

infants born after 24 weeks.  

Future: possible alternative

for e.g. radiation damaged

reprodutuctive organs

(during long space journeys).  

Prof. Koen van Mensfoort

NNN (Next Nature Network)    

Reprodutopia



The future of reproduction in space   

Mouse Embryos Grow in a Mechanical Womb

Biologists have long held that a fetus needs a 
living uterus to develop. Maybe not anymore.

Removing (1000+) embryos from the uteruses of 
mice at five days of gestation and growing them for 
six more days in artificial wombs.

To help scientists understand how mammals develop 
and how gene mutations, nutrients and 
environmental conditions may affect the fetus. 

Dr. Jacob Hanna  

Weizmann Institute 

of Science (Israel)  



The future of reproduction in space   

Mouse Embryos Grow in a Mechanical Womb

At Day 11 — more than halfway through a mouse 
pregnancy — Dr. Hanna examined the embryos, and 
compared them to those developing in the uteruses of 
living mice. The lab embryos were identical, he found.

By that time, the lab-grown embryos had become too 
large to survive without a blood supply. Getting past 
that hurdle is the next goal. Using an enriched nutrient 
solution or an artificial blood supply that connects to 
the embryos’ placentas. 

The work raises profound questions about whether 
other animals or even humans, should or could be 
cultured outside a living womb.



Dr. Chris Mason 

10 phase roadmap
Reengineering genetics for life on other worlds

Exploring options for safely expanding 

human presence in space  



Our space exploration plans are 
best described as a dandelion 

spreading the seeds of life 
into space 

~ Carl Sagan 

Creating a spacefaring civilization: 

expanding the human comfort zone 



Babies in Space

Thank you 


